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Harvester Self Levelling System

DESCRIPTION

Our new harvester self levelling system allows the regulation of the elevation of the vehicle according to the inclination of the 
ground, using the activation of the vehicle rear suspensions.

This solution is mainly based on a specific gyroscopic inclination sensor and a graphic colour display.

In particular, the display not only offers a simple and intuitive interface, but also provides the digital outputs to control the 
machine inclination.

Through the controls provided by the display, the operator of the machine can choose different operating modes:

MANUAL: the regulation is made by the push buttons UP and DOWN, with no automatic functions

AUTOMATIC: the system self-levels at 0° inclination

ROAD: the system is deactivated to allow the normal displacement of the vehicle when it is not harvesting

TECHNICAL FEATURES

Power supply voltage

Operative temperature

Sealing

Display

CPU

Buzzer

Buttons

Communication

Video input

Other inputs and outputs

Standard

Other functions

Connector

Fixing

 

 ÷ 32 V

-30 ÷ +75 °C

IP65

TFT 4.3''  480 x 272

ARM Cortex M4 

85 dB

5 with backlight

8

2 CAN, 1 USB, 1 RS232

1 PAL / NTSC

Inputs: 2 analog, outputs: 4 PWM 2A

CE, EMC industrial, automotive

Real time clock, touch screen (optional)

AMP automotive 26 pin

In dash, out dash (RAM)
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WORKING MODE

At the turning on, the display shows for 3 seconds the customer logo (optional).

After, the system goes into manual working mode.

There 3 modes of operation:

MANUAL: the regulation is made by the push buttons UP and DOWN, with no automatic functions

AUTOMATICA: the system self-levels at 0° inclination

ROAD: system is disabled

To change the working mode, the user must use the first 2 buttons; if the user pushes at the same time AUTO and 
MAN buttons for 2 seconds enables / disables the ROAD special mode.

Once in ROAD mode, to completely lower the harvester suspensions, the system turns on for 15 seconds the DOWN 
output; after, all the push buttons remain disabled until the next pressure (for 2 seconds) of the MAN + AUTO buttons.

Configuration menu parameters

Current working mode:
AUTO / MAN / ROAD

Operation mode selection Manual control Configuration menu button

Current correction sideCurrent inclination percentage

Upper angle hysteresis and its correction delay

Lower angle hysteresis and its correction delay

Push buttons to navigate / modify / save parameters
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